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Figure 1: 3D MHD simulation shows that a toroidally localized ballooning mode develops in the
LI383 stellarator design when the design beta limit is exceeded. The equi-pressure surface reveals
the mode steepening nonlinearly to form ribbon-like structures. The color represents a particular
flux variable. [M3D calculation by Strauss and Park]

- ABSTRACT -

The proposedCenter for Extended Magnetohydrodynamic Modelingwill enable a realis-
tic assessment of the mechanisms leading to disruptive and other stability limits in the
present and next generation of fusion devices. The main work involves extending and
improving the realism of the leading 3D nonlinear magneto-fluid based models of hot,
magnetized fusion plasmas, increasing their efficiency, and using this improved capabil-
ity to pioneer new tera-scale simulations of unprecedented realism and resolution. This
will provide new insights into some of the most critical and complex phenomena in
plasma and fusion science. The proposed work builds on the established research teams
that have developed the NIMROD and M3D codes. Activities are proposed in the follow-
ing areas:Code Development-- improving the computational performance, implement-
ing extended MHD models, and validation of the numerical algorithms;Model Develop-
ment-- refining numerically tractable physical models for extended MHD (XMHD) and
testing their efficacy;Visualization and Data Management-- providing visualization and
data handling capabilities;Computer Science Enabling Technologies (CSET)-- which
consists of several supporting computer science projects;Code Support, consisting of dis-
seminating the code capability to the community, and supporting the developing user
base;Applications and Validation– applying and validating the underlying models
through cross-code and experimental comparisons.



1. Background and Significance

1.1 Overview
The proposed Center for Extended Magnetohydrodynamic Modeling (CEMM) will de-
velop and deploy predictive computational models for the study of low frequency, long
wavelength fluid-like dynamics in the diverse geometries of modern magnetic fusion de-
vices. These models will be used to extend our fundamental scientific knowledge of the
nonlinear dynamics of hot, magnetized plasmas. This will further the programmatic aims
of the magnetic fusion energy program by providing fundamental insight into the proc-
esses that cause plasmas to undergo spontaneous transitions from states that are stable
and confined to ones that are unstable and disruptive, or that exhibit poor plasma con-
finement.

The proposed Center consists of three central elements: existing and evolving large-scale
simulation codes, theoretical model development, and state-of-the-art computer science
support for algorithmic solvers, visualization, and data management. The first CEMM
element brings together the two established computational research teams that have de-
veloped the NIMROD and M3D codes, and whose members have considerable experi-
ence in the development and application of plasma fluid models. Each of these major
codes has demonstrated scalable performance on present massively parallel architectures,
and both codes are ready to take advantage of new supercomputer technology as it
emerges. The theoretical CEMM element will seek to elucidate the extensions to the re-
sistive MHD model that are required to describe the dynamics of modern fusion plasmas.
We call these extended models “extended MHD” or “XMHD”. Unlike independent the-
ory, this effort will focus on casting the resulting equations in a computationally efficient
form for implementation. The supporting computer science CEMM element will empha-
size the development and implementation of mesh generators, discretization packages,
linear algebra algorithms, specialized visualization tools, and data base structures that
improve the code efficiency and enhance the manipulation and analysis of the resulting
data. Rather than being located at a particular institution, the proposed CEMM will be an
inter-disciplinary, multi-institutional team. This facilitates obtaining the required techni-
cal expertise from the appropriate places both within and outside the existing fusion pro-
gram. The majority of our team has collaborated successfully under the Office of Fusion
Energy Science PSACI pilot project; we have experience in such a distributed technical
effort.

The Center has made a conscious decision to retain two code lines, M3D and NIMROD.
The details of these codes are described in Section 2.3. These codes overlap considerably
in their capabilities; the fact that they have been developed separately and use very dif-
ferent numerical representations allows them to serve as essential independent checks on
one another. They also have their own unique strengths. The NIMROD code utilizes a
Fourier representation in the toroidal angle and emphasizes the development of strongly
implicit, highly parallel computational schemes. The M3D code uses a 3D mesh and a
real space representation. It is better suited to problems with inherently three dimen-
sional boundaries such as stellarators. Recent developments enable these codes to share
data storage and visualization systems and software. These developments, achieved



through the PSACI pilot project, will be extended in the CEMM to include the sharing of
physical models and numerical methods.

Details of the proposed Center for Extended MHD Modeling are given in the body of this
proposal. The remainder of Section 1 provides the programmatic motivation for the es-
tablishment of the CEMM, and it describes the compelling scientific challenge to be ad-
dressed by the Center. Section 2 contains: detailed background information, including
discussions of the difficulty of the physics problem at hand, the formidable computational
obstacles that must be overcome, and the present status and capabilities for the simulation
of extended MHD. The specific technical approach of the proposed effort is given in
Section 3. A brief description of several targeted application problems is given in Sec-
tion 4. A detailed management plan is presented in Section 5.

1.2 Programmatic Motivation
The magnetic fusion program is presently embarked on two major development paths.
One is to explore the physics of burning (fusing) plasmas. The other is to investigate the
basic plasma confinement properties of a wide variety of innovative fusion reactor con-
cepts. A large component of the estimated costs of both development paths is caused by
the uncertainty in the dynamical behavior of the plasma. Under some operating condi-
tions, an experiment can spontaneously transform from a stable system exhibiting good
confinement into one that exhibits poor confinement or becomes unstable and disruptive.
The responsible physical phenomena are: usually long wavelength and nonlinear, charac-
terized by extreme anisotropy in their spatial structure, and can evolve on time-scales that
are much longer than the Alfvén wave transit time. Very little of predictive value is
known about them, particularly their nonlinear behavior. Because of budget realities, few
experiments can be built to investigate even the key physical phenomena. Therefore, the
critical physics issues and designs for each development path must be precisely identified
before funds are committed to construction and operation. This requires increasing our
knowledge and predictive ability of the critical nonlinear physics phenomena.

Numerical simulation can provide a key component of this effort, since computations are
performed at a tiny fraction of the cost of an experiment. However, the computations
must solve a physical model that accurately reproduces and predicts laboratory results.
To be effective, the simulations must be combined with a well-focused, well-diagnosed
experimental physics program to guide model development, and to assure the validity of
numerical results. Recent developments in plasma theory, computational physics, and
computer science, along with anticipated advances in computer hardware performance,
combine to make this simulation capability a very attractive option in the near future.
Developing and deploying this capability will be the focus of the CEMM.

1.3 The Scientific Challenge
The low frequency, long wavelength dynamics of hot, magnetized plasmas are not well
understood for two reasons:

• Theoretical: The only practical means of describing low frequency global motions
in real�geometry is with a predominantly fluid model. The traditional magneto-
hydrodynamic model (MHD) provides a good description of ideal and almost-
ideal instabilities. A key challenge for present-day fusion research, however, is to
predict and control instabilities that have much slower growth (see applications



Sec.3.5) but that dominate most experimental discharges. For slow modes, ef-
fects that are omitted in the MHD model due to finite Larmor radius, pressure ani-
sotropy, and some long mean-free-path effects, become important. The theoretical
challenge is to extend the standard MHD model to include the relevant effects
while preserving computability.

• Computational: The physics problems that are important to fusion science are
among the most daunting problems in computational physics. Macroscopic evo-
lution of the confining magnetic fields can occur over time-scales that are orders
of magnitude longer than those of the normal modes of the MHD model. Ex-
tended MHD introduces two-fluid modes and particle streaming at time-scales
that are yet orders of magnitude faster than that of the MHD modes. Furthermore,
both spatial structure and dynamics are fundamentally different perpendicular and
parallel to the magnetic field. These properties ofextreme separation of time and
spatial scales, andextreme anisotropycombine to present a difficult computa-
tional challenge—one that is at least as difficult and scientifically compelling as
the computation of fluid turbulence.

1.4 Proposed Center for Extended Magnetohydrodynamic Modeling (CEMM)
The programmatic need for a predictive simulation capability, and the theoretical and
computational challenges involved in its development and deployment, combine to make
a compelling case for bringing our best computational, theoretical, and computer science
capabilities to bear on this problem. To this end, we propose the establishment of the
Center for Extended MHD Modeling (CEMM). The Center will be interdisciplinary and
multi-institutional, and will draw on expertise from both within and outside the present
fusion science program. The Center will have six important components that will collec-
tively enable the new Terascale applications:

• Advanced, parallel, scalablecode developmentbuilding on the strengths of the
NIMROD and M3D codes;

• A synergistic theoretical and computationalmodel developmenteffort to distill the
essential physics from the kinetic plasma description and to elucidate computa-
tionally efficient extensions of the appropriate fluid equations.

• The development of advancedvisualization techniquesanddata base manage-
mentfor the efficient display and analysis of the four dimensional data produced
by the computational models and to facilitate comparisons between NIMROD and
M3D simulation results and experimental data.

• A computer science enabling technologies(CSET) program to implement special-
ized numerical algorithms and simulation components to improve the efficiency
of the computational models, and to help manage code complexity and reduce de-
velopment time.

• A code supporteffort to effectively disseminate these computational models to
the fusion and general science communities.

• An aggressiveapplications and validation effortto compare the results of the two
codes NIMROD and M3D: with one another, with analytic limiting cases, and
with experimental data—the ultimate test;



Presentbudgets nolonger allow the luxury of assembling such a group at a single in-
stitution. Instead, CEMM will be assembled from the staffs of many diverse institu-
tions that participate in the fusion and computer science programs. (Note that the
“pure” theory and experimental efforts will be funded out of the mainline OFES the-
ory and experimental programs, and not from SCIDAC. We include them here be-
cause they are an integral part of the program. Similarly the majority of the CSET ef-
fort is funded separately as discussed in Sec. 3.4)

2. Preliminary Studies

2.1 Experimental Observations in Hot Fusion Plasmas
Modern fusion plasma experiments are rich in low frequency, long-wavelength electro-
magnetic, i.e. MHD-like, activity. An example is discharge number #86144 from the
DIII-D experiment at General Atomics Corporation in San Diego. This hot plasma has a
Lundquist number S (the ratio of resistive diffusion time to Alfvén wave transit time) of

about 10
8

and a magnetic Prandtl number Pr (the ratio of the resistive diffusion time to
the perpendicular viscous diffusion time) of about 100. This discharge illustrates much
of the important nonlinear physics alluded to in Section 1.2 that will be addressed by this
proposal.

Time traces of several
experimental diagnostics
are shown in Figure 2.
The top trace shows
power injected from a
beam of energetic
particles. The second
trace shows a
normalized measure (β)
of the internal energy.
The third and fourth
traces show two dif-
ferent toroidal
harmonics (n = 2 and
n = 1) of the helical
perturbations in the
magnetic field. The
bottom trace is a
spectroscopic diagnostic that responds to activity at the edge of the plasma.

For the first 2250milliseconds (ms) of the discharge, the plasma internal energy increases
in response to the energy injected by the neutral beam. The plasma also exhibits quasi-
periodic oscillations in the n = 1 magnetic signal (called sawtooth oscillations). During
this phase, the discharge is a steady state system with good plasma confinement. After
2250 ms things change dramatically. An n = 2 magnetic perturbation appears and grows
to large amplitude, while the n = 1 oscillations continue unabated. The internal plasma
energy now fails to increase in response to increases in the injected neutral beam power,

Figure 2. Time traces of diagnostic signals from DIII-D shot #86144
(Courtesy of Rob LaHaye, General Atomics)



and the edge D-alpha fluctuations occur much morefrequently. The growth of an n=2
magnetic perturbation has been identified as a neoclassical tearing mode instability. At
3450 ms the disappearance of the magnetic signals indicates that the large, primarily
n = 1, perturbations have "locked" to the wall of the device. A sudden and premature
termination of the discharge quickly follows at 3900 ms. The confinement properties of
the plasma have obviously been drastically altered by the events that began at 2250 ms.
The phenomenology of these events and their evolution are not well understood.

Nonlinear simulations with the NIMROD code using conventional resistive MHD did not
reproduce the salient features of the discharge [Gianakon99], even with dimensionless
parameters approaching those of the experiment. Subsequent analysis determined that
extended MHD physics underlies much of the dynamics. Successful comprehensive
simulation of experiments such as DIII-D #86144 requires simultaneous modeling of

• realistic geometryto accurately capture the global nature of important macro-
scopic modes,

• high S and low viscosity conditionsto ensure adequate separation of temporal and
spatial scales,

• the ability to perform long time-scale simulationsto follow the nonlinear evolu-
tion of the equilibrium configuration,

• realistic edge and boundary conditions, including a vacuum region, a moving
plasma boundary, and a resistive wall to follow edge fluctuations and diffusion of
magnetic perturbations into the wall,

• anisotropic heat flux and finite gyro-radius and banana-width effectsto capture
the nonlinear neoclassical island-size threshold,

• two-fluid effectsfor drifts and electron-physics modifications to global modes,
• kinetic extensionsto reproduce free-streaming effects, and
• energetic particle effectsto capture the growth rate modification of the sawtooth

oscillation.
Considerable progress has already been made by the NIMROD and M3D teams in sev-
eral of these areas. The objective of the proposed Center for Extended MHD Modeling
(CEMM) is to bring all of these components together, to obtain a fundamental under-
standing of the nonlinear physics that limits performance in the most advanced fusion
experiments.

2.2 Physics Background

Here we discuss the present status of the plasma simulation models referenced in this
proposal, and give an overview of the physical effects to be addressed.

2.2.1 Plasma Models

Plasma dynamics are completely described by the evolution of the distribution function
fα (r ,v,t), for each particle speciesα as given by an appropriateplasma kinetic equation

of the formdfα / dt = C( fα , fβ )β∑ , whereC( fα , fβ ) is a complicatedcollision operator

describing collisions between speciesα andβ. This kinetic equation must be solved con-
sistently with the evolution of the electric and magnetic fields, using Maxwell’s equa-
tions. For applications to real plasmas, this evolution must be obtained in a realistic ex-



perimental geometry. In general, such a full kinetic electromagneticdescriptionis both
analytically impossible and computationally impractical.

There are two general categories of three-dimensional plasma simulations in current use:
resistive MHD and electrostatic turbulence. The first category,resistive MHD(or often
just called MHD), uses the model given in Appendix A as Eq. (A1a-f) with a single scalar
pressure (i.e.,ΠΠΠΠ = 0). This is a common and useful approximation that is only strictly
valid for plasma motions at the Alfvén velocity and in the high collisionality and small
gyroradius limit. These assumptions are not satisfied in fusion plasmas; thus we can ex-
pect the MHD model to give at best only qualitative results. The second category of
simulations,electrostatic turbulence, treats the ions using a gyrokinetic (or gyro-Landau-
fluid) description; but it assumes that the magnetic field is static and that the electrons
respond adiabatically. This model is useful for studying short spatial scale turbulence
that is responsible for most anomalous transport in fusion devices; but is not useful for
studying global “MHD” phenomena that require a full treatment of the magnetic field.
[Note: Activity is underway in the electrostatic turbulence category to partially remove
some of these restrictions. However, current work focuses on modeling fine scale domi-
nantly electrostatic turbulent transport].

The thrust of the present proposal is to extend the resistive MHD category by addressing
a more complex set of equations. The resultant extended MHD models will generically
be denoted “XMHD”. These extended models lead to simulations that are improved in
two ways. The first improvement isquantitative: the simulated plasma motion and
growth rates for MHD dominant modes should be in better agreement with the experi-
mental values. A more fundamental improvement, however isqualitative: XMHD simu-
lations will be able to model entirely new classes of plasma phenomena.

The XMHD models discussed in this proposal fall into two general categories that will be
discussed further in the next two sections. They are:

Two-fluidXMHD models with fluid-like equations for the electrons and the ions where
the difference in their relative velocity and the anisotropy of the pressure tensor are ac-
counted for, and

Hybrid particle/fluidXMHD models with numerically obtained closure relations where
some or all of the ion response is obtained from particle solutions of the gyrokinetic
equations and the electron response is obtained from fluid-like numerical solutions of the
reduced phase space drift-kinetic equation.

Generally, the two-fluid XMHD models are less computationally demanding, but the hy-
brid XMHD models contain additional physical effects such as nonlinear wave-particle
resonance that may be essential in certain classes of macroscopic phenomena. Note that
the two models can have overlapping regions of validity; in particular they do if the
nonlinear wave-particle resonance is not essential for the phenomena being modeled.

2.2.2 Two-fluid XMHD models

The general form of the two-fluid XMHD model is given in Appendix A as Eqs. (A-1a)-
(A-1f), supplemented by Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3). The theoretical challenge is to define the
ion and electron stress tensorsΠΠΠΠi andΠΠΠΠe and the heat fluxesqi andqe. These terms con-
tain a hierarchy of nonlocal effects, including finite (ion) Larmor radius (FLR) affects



(which lead to gyroviscosity) and the effect of long colli sion lengths parallel to the mag-
netic field, including magnetic particle trapping (important in neoclassical effects). In
the methods we have implemented to date [Sugiyama00, Gianakon96], the neoclassical
parallel viscosity terms involvingΠΠΠΠi andΠΠΠΠe are approximated using analytic neoclassical
closures due to [Hirshman81] and [Callen86], and the ion gyroviscous contribution to∇•
ΠΠΠΠi uses approximations due to [Hazeltine92]. This latter expression is approximate for
use in a nonlinear torus, since it assumes a uniform straight magnetic field and a small
perturbation from an axisymmetric equilibrium.

2.2.3 Hybrid particle/fluid XMHD models

To model the nonlinear interaction of ions with MHD waves and to include large gyro-
orbit and neoclassical effects more self-consistently, we have developed several hybrid
methods, where either an energetic ion component or the whole ion population are mod-
eled using the gyrokinetic or drift kinetic equations. In the methods implemented so far
[Belova98], the ion fluid velocity is calculated by solving the momentum equation, and
the calculated ion fluid velocity is used in the Ohm’s law, assuming quasineutrality. The
ion pressure tensor is taken to be in the CGL (Chew, Goldberger, Lowe) form and the
gyroviscous part of the stress tensor is calculated from the particles. Hot particle popula-
tions, for example fusion-producedα-particles or injected neutral beam ions, can be
simulated by combining a gyrokinetic hot particle population with a fluid model for the
background. [Park92]

The electron response is traditionally simulated using a fluid response. The proposed re-
search will remove this restriction by further developing a Chapman-Enskog —like pro-
cedure for numerically solving the electron drift-kinetic equation [Held01]. This will al-
low a combination of neoclassical effects and parallel heat conduction effects to be prop-
erly modeled in low collisionality, long collision length hot fusion plasmas.

2.2.4 Physical Effects Introduced by Extended MHD

XMHD contains many effects that are absent from standard MHD and important in fu-
sion plasmas.

Drift Waves: Two-fluid effects introduce electron and ion diamagnetic flows and hence
drift wave effects into the MHD model. These can have important stabilizing or destabi-
lizing consequences for plasma instabilities. For example, drift wave modifications are
important in stabilizing high mode number resistive-MHD-type instabilities in hot fusion
plasmas [Diamond86]. Such drift waves propagate radially away from their mode-
rational surfaces, but are damped by kinetic processes such as ion Landau damping that
limit the extent of their effects. An appropriate ion closure relation [Hendrick92] should
be included in the model. It has also been hypothesized that nonlinear effects due to the
ion diamagnetic drift can explain the observed stabilization of the internal, nearly-ideal
MHD modes that cause sawteeth [Zakharov92].

Plasma Rotation. Extended MHD effects can cause changes in plasma equilibria and
their response to rotation. The ions and electrons respond differently to rotational forces,
due to their different masses; this generates a radial electric field that may persist in
steady state [Bowers71]. In an axisymmetric system, neoclassical dissipation (the ion
parallel viscous stress tensor) damps the plasma poloidal momentum. The dynamic ef-



fectsbecomeimportant when rotational forces exist. In addition, instabilities experience
these effects. Growing magnetic islands rotate poloidally, leading to different self-
consistent stabilizing or destabilizing effects.

Viscous Stress Tensor Effects: The higher order moments can drive new instabilities.
For example, the appearance of e∇ ⋅

�
ΠΠΠΠ in Ohm’s law, Equation (A-1f), indicates that

there is an electric field driven by the divergence of the stress tensor. This electric field
drives a current parallel to the magnetic field, called the bootstrap current, that is propor-
tional to the pressure gradient perpendicular to the magnetic field. This bootstrap current
exists independent from the applied electric field. These “neoclassical” effects can lead
to important macroscopic behavior known asneoclassical tearing modes[Chang95] that
are thought to set the pressure limits in many long-duration tokamaks discharges and are
not described by the resistive MHD model.

Energetic Ion Component: In high temperature plasmas with a strong energetic ion com-
ponent (such as in TFTR or JET), internal MHD modes, i.e.,sawteeth, have been ob-
served to be stable for extended periods. The net effect of hot particles may be stabilizing
or destabilizing, depending upon their relative contributions to the total plasma beta (de-
stabilizing) or the stabilizing kinetic term. There are other important kinetic effects in-
volving the interaction of non-Maxwellian hot-ion particle populations with MHD
modes. Among the most studied are thefishbone modesand thefishbone-like modes
[Coppi00]. Fast ions can also destabilizetoroidal Alfvén eigenmodes(TAEs), a stable
normal mode of the ideal MHD spectrum in a torus [Cheng84].

These and other new physical effects contained in the XMHD equations can profoundly
affect the dynamics of modern fusion plasmas. Specific applications to be addressed by
CEMM are discussed in Section 3.5.

2.3 Computational Background

The CEMM is bringing to this project the two major 3D scalable fluid codes in the U.S.
fusion program, NIMROD and M3D. These codes provide the framework within which
the extensions in model capability and algorithmic efficiency will occur. This section
describes the present status of these two codes and makes some observations on computa-
tional requirements for the future.

2.3.1 The NIMROD Code
The NIMROD code [Glasser99] solves the primitive form of the plasma fluid-model
equations (A1-3) in axisymmetric toroidal, cylindrical, or periodic-linear geometry with
arbitrary poloidal cross-sectional shape. (The geometry must have an ignorable periodic
coordinate, but the simulated dynamics are fully three-dimensional.) The user selects
which terms are retained in Ohm’s law, Equation (A-2), through an input parameter. The
semi-implicit numerical method [Schnack87] is used to advance the solution from initial
conditions. This avoids severe time step restrictions associated with wave-like normal
modes of the system, sound, Alfvén, and whistler waves—while avoiding numerical dis-
sipation. For accuracy at time steps that are orders of magnitude larger than explicit sta-
bility limits, the semi-implicit operator for mass motions is based on the linearized ideal
MHD energy integral [Lerbinger91]. Matrix inversion is accomplished by parallel pre-
conditioned Krylov methods, which is the most computationally demanding part of the



time advance. Performanceis thereforedependent on the effectiveness of the precondi-
tioner [Plimpton99].

The spatial representation of NIMROD is an
important feature of the code. NIMROD
uses a combination of logically quadrilateral
and triangular finite elements for the pol-
oidal plane and pseudospectral collocation
for the periodic direction [Orszag71]. The
polynomials used for finite element basis
functions are selected by the user for optimal
efficiency, and poloidal mesh lines need not
be orthogonal. For many fusion problems,
accuracy is improved by aligning grid lines

with the equilibrium flux surfaces inside
the separatrix. The grid can also be
packed around low order rational flux
surfaces to efficiently resolve the small
spatial scales that arise at high S.
Triangular meshing outside the last

closed flux surface allows complicated, realistic boundary shapes. (Fig 3)

From inception, NIMROD has been developed for implementation on distributed mem-
ory architectures. Grid blocks allow decomposition of the poloidal plane, and Fourier
components are allocated to different layers of processors, providing three-dimensional
decomposition where each layer may have a number of processors addressing different
grid blocks. The Message Passing Interface library (MPI) is used for communication that
is portable across many platforms.
With this approach, NIMROD has
demonstrated near ideal parallel
scaling in production computa-
tions. An example is shown in
Figure 4. Speed-up from the two
types of decomposition performed
in tandem is essentially the prod-
uct of the speed-up due to each
acting separately.

The NIMROD code has been ex-
tensively benchmarked against
calculations from several existing fu-
sion codes, such as DEBS, GATO,
FAR, MARS and M3D. Validation
problems include linear ideal and resistive MHD instabilities in slab, cylindrical, and tor-
oidal geometry, resistive ballooning modes, nonlinear resistive tearing modes, nonlinear
kink-ballooning modes, and linear and nonlinear waves and instabilities using two-fluid
extensions. NIMROD is presently being applied to study the dynamics of spheromaks
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Figure 4: Parallel scaling performance of the NIMROD code
for a semi-implicit RFP simulation.

Figure 3. Extension of the NIMROD grid into the
vacuum region using triangular grid cells. The
grid in the interior coincides with the equilibrium
flux surfaces. The outer boundary shape is the
DIIII-D vacuum vessel.



[Sovinec01], RFPs [Sovinec98], and tokamak experiments such as DIII-D atGeneral
Atomics in San Diego.

2.3.2 The M3D Code
Multilevel 3D (or M3D)[Park99] is a parallel code that is especially suited for geometries
with inherently three-dimensional boundaries, e.g. stellarators, but can also be used to
simulate axisymmetric devices. M3D consists of two parts, a mesh module and a physics
module. The mesh module contains the grid, implementation of differential and integral
operators, I/O, and inter-processor communication. The physics module handles time
advancement of the equations and contains a hierarchy of physics levels that can be in-
voked to resolve increasingly complete phase-spaces, and therefore provide increasing

realism. The module includes resistive
MHD, two-fluid, and kinetic particles.
Electrons are represented as a fluid with
an approximate fluid closure. M3D
uses a stream function/potential repre-
sentation for the magnetic vector poten-
tial and velocity that has been designed
to minimize spectral pollution. Parallel
thermal conduction is simulated with
the "artificial sound" method [Park86].
The solution algorithm is quasi-implicit
in that only the most time-step limiting
terms including the compressional
Alfvén wave and field diffusion terms
are implemented implicitly, with ex-

plicit time stepping used for the remaining terms.

M3D has several mesh modules: the
original structured module uses radial
finite differences and is spectral in pol-
oidal and toroidal angles. Another
mesh module, suitable for tokamaks,
has triangular and quadrilateral finite
elements in the poloidal plane and is
spectral in the toroidal angle. Finally,
there is the three-dimensional mesh
module, which has been fully imple-
mented with 3D MPI based domain de-
composition for MPP platforms. This
is the version to be further developed in
this proposal.

A three-dimensional mesh is util-
ized to facilitate the resolution of multi-
scale spatial structures, such as reconnec-
tion layers and to accommodate fully
three-dimensional boundary conditions that occur in stellarators or the evolving free

Figure 5: Illustration of a 3D domain decomposi-
tion used in a Stellarator simulation

Figure 6: M3D exhibits good scaling as shown here on a series
with up to 12 processors per plane and 40 poloidal planes



boundary of a tokamak bounded by a separatrix. The mesh uses unstructured, 3D piece-
wise-linear triangular finite elements in the poloidal sections. The domain decomposition
consists of slicing the toroidal geometry into a set of poloidal planes with each poloidal
plane further partitioned into equal area patches. One or more of the poloidal patches are
assigned to each processor. The fluid part of each time step consists of uncoupled 2D
scalar elliptic equations that are solved concurrently withineach poloidal plane. The
PETSc library has been used extensively to provide a portable, efficient parallel imple-
mentation for the elliptic equations that need solution ateach time step. These are solved
with a Krylov accelerated iterative scheme that uses the overlapped Schwarz method for
preconditioning. This leads to excellent parallel scalability.

The M3D Team has a broad experience base in using the extended MHD formulation in
fusion simulations [Sugiyama00]. The M3D Team also has significant experience with
kinetic formulations including fluid bulk species plus a simulation-particle energetic ion
population, a hybrid formulation with fluid electrons and simulation-particle ions [Fu95].
Historically, the M3D formulation was the first to identify a new nonlinear disruption
mechanism in the TFTR high-power DT fusion experiments [Park95]. M3D has also
been used to study disruption prevention techniques such as massive impurity injection
[Strauss98].

2.3.3 Required Computational Resources

We can estimate the computational resources required to carry out the necessary simula-
tions for parameters typical of present and proposed experiments as shown in Table I.
TABLE I: Typical dimensionless parameters for present and proposed experiments

parameter name CDXU NSTX CMOD DIII-D FIRE ITER

R (m) Major radius 0.3 0.8 0.6 1.6 2.0 5.0

Te [keV] Elec. Temp. 0.1 1.0 2.0 2.0 10 10

β Plasma beta 0.01 0.15 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02

S1/2 Inv resis. length 200 2600 3000 6000 20,000 60,000

(ρ*) –1=Ba/T1/2 Ion number 40 60 400 250 500 1,200

a/λe Recip. norm
elec skin depth

250 500 1000 1000 1500 3000

Estimates based on explicit time-stepping with no grid refinement:Let us first estimate
the computational requirements for a 3D calculation with uniform zoning of size∆x and a
explicit time-stepping scheme based on the CFL criteria for the poloidal Alfven wave, i.e.
∆t = ∆x / VAP. For a 3D mesh of linear dimension N, i.e., N3 mesh total mesh points, it
would take N time steps to calculate one Alfven wave transit timeτA = a / VAP. Typical
ideal and resistive MHD instabilities would grow on the timescales TIDEAL ~ β-1/2 τA and
TRESIS~ S1/2 τA , requiring aboutβ-1/2 N and S1/2 N time-steps, respectively. Thus, the
total number of space-time points required to compute an ideal or resistive instability
would be aboutβ-1/2 N4 (ideal) and S1/2 N4 (resistive)



Current experience shows that with real performance of about 100MFLOPS/processor
and of order 1000 processor-hours, we can compute a problem with 1003 mesh points for
10**4 time steps, using a complex fluid model with the compressional wave and field
terms implemented implicitly. This is about 1010 space-time points in 3× 1014 opera-
tions. This is easily sufficient resolution and timesteps to calculate an ideal mode in
CDX-U, and is nearly sufficient to study the initial growth phase of a nonlinear tearing
mode. We see this since the number of linear mesh points is comparable to: the linear
tearing-layer width, S½, the ratio of the system size to the ion Larmor radiusρ*, and the
ratio of the system size to the electron collisionless skin depth, a/λe. These are the rele-
vant lengths that enter the two-fluid XMHD model.

The question is: what type of computer power is needed to study this physics in a larger,
hotter device with a stronger magnetic field? We see from Table I. that depending on
what scale length needs to be resolved, the number of mesh points in a linear direction
will increase by about an order of magnitude as we go from CDX-U to DIII-D. The in-
crease in the total number of space-time points would be the fourth power of this factor
times another scaling factor that will between unity (for ideal scaling) to about 10 (for
resistive scaling). Thus, the number of space-time points required would increase any-
where from 104 to 105. Running on a 10 Teraflop (delivered) computer for 3 days would
correspond to about 3× 1018 floating point operations which would be about 104 times
greater than what was quoted above for what is available to us today, so a full DIII-D cal-
culation might be feasible with this hardware increase alone.

Grid refinement, implicit time stepping and improved algorithms: It is straightforward to
see that the above scaling estimates can be gross overestimates if we take into account
improved algorithms and meshing. For example, for a field-line following mesh and with
adaptive mesh refinement, the total number of mesh points should only have to grow
linearly as we go to larger machines and higher resolution, rather than cubic. With im-
plicit time differencing, the time step will not have to decrease nearly as fast as linear
with zone size. More efficient solvers can give an additional factor. Thus, with these
computational improvements, some of which have already been implement to varying
degree in M3D and NIMROD, we can realistically expect to be able to calculate modes
using XMHD models in DIII-D, NSTX, and CMOD in the time frame of this proposal,
and even FIRE and ITER calculations might be within reach. Of course, it also may not
be necessary to simulate the exact parameters of a machine if we can determine scaling
relations from doing a series of calculations at reduced parameters.

Hybrid particle/fluid models will take additional resources, methods such asδf are very
efficient in that they only represent the difference from a Maxwellian as particles. One of
our primary goals is to develop accurate and efficient models with which we can do
meaningful calculations on the computer power available to us.

3. Research Design and Methods

Since many physical effects with radically different time and spatial scales contribute to
the overall behavior of modern fusion experiments, predictive macroscopic simulation
capability requires a sophisticated numerical approach based on an optimal physics-
model formulation that is developed with a vision toward harnessing tremendous comput-



ing resources. The proposed center will create a unique opportunity to meet the chal-
lenges of macroscopic fusion simulation by synthesizing the individual elements intro-
duced in Section 1.4. The goal for each element is summarized as follows:
• Code Development—the spatial and temporal stiffness of models describing macro-

scopic plasma behavior defies straightforward numerical implementation, irrespective
of any conceivable level of computing power. The code development component of
CEMM will employ the best numerical methods for solving the extended-MHD fluid
models recommended by our theoretical component.

• Model Development—fluid models and closure relations derived from the fundamen-
tal kinetic description for plasmas acquire different forms under different approxima-
tions and manipulation. The theoretical component of CEMM willanalyticallyrefine
the fluid model, and the heat-flux and stress-tensor closure terms describing kinetic
effects, for optimal accuracy and numerical tractability, and will define test problems
with analytic solutions for code validation.

• Visualization and Data Management—successful simulation of macroscopic plasma
behavior requires successful diagnosis of results before a better physical understand-
ing can be achieved. The visualization and data management component of CEMM
will seek to extract the maximum amount of information possible and to provide a
convenient means for data access, storage, and comparison with experimental results.

• Computer Science Enabling Technologies (CSET)—with the multitude of challenges
confronted in macroscopic plasma simulation, code efficiency is a paramount issue.
The CSET component of CEMM relies on several computer science projects that fo-
cus on parallel algorithm optimization and managing code complexity. We include in
this category code support and dissemination.

• Applications and Validation—This is an aggressive program to pioneer new applica-
tions enabled by the new capabilities, to compare the results of the two codes
NIMROD and M3D with one another and with experimental data.

Each component is an essential ingredient of the unique, unified technical effort of the
proposed CEMM. Development and deployment of the two complementary simulation
codes are viewed as the critical-path elements for the first years of CEMM. This is re-
flected in the proposed budget allocations for the NIMROD and M3D groups. CEMM
will primarily rely on existing programmatic fusion funding for its theoretical support and
on associated OSCAR funding for the CSET activities.

The remainder of Section 3 describes the technical approach that will be applied by each
of the individual CEMM components and the management plan for coordination.

3.1 Code Development
We are proposing a major expansion of physics simulation capabilities for both the
NIMROD and M3D codes through three strategic areas of code development: 1) ex-
panded use of implicit techniques, 2) kinetic closures for majority species, and 3) im-
proved and adaptive meshing capabilities. The first will facilitate practical computation
with the two-fluid model and with strong advection. The second will implement the ki-
netic based closures described in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. The third area will facilitate
efficient computation of the extreme difference in spatial scale lengths arising in ex-
tended-MHD physics. These developments will draw from advances in the CSET prod-



ucts asindicated below. Furthermore, modular coding will be pursued to make the same
advances accessible to both codes.

3.1.1 Expanded Use of Implicit Techniques
The stiff system of equations describing extended-MHD cannot be addressed in a purely
explicit manner. Our approach to this computational challenge is the use of implicit and
semi-implicit methods in the advance of the solution field. For single-fluid dynamics, the
linearized ideal MHD system of equations is self-adjoint, leading to a Hermitian numeri-
cal operator. However, effects beyond the scope of the basic single-fluid model make the
system non-self-adjoint. Therefore, modeling these effects in large-scale simulations
without prohibitive restrictions on time step will require the solution of non-Hermitian
matrices. The objectives for this development area are:

• Revise the magnetic field advance to improve treatment of the Hall term.
A symmetric numerical operator is presently used in NIMROD to make the Hall advance
numerically stable at large time step. Though this form is consistent with the partial dif-
ferential equations, at the time steps needed for modeling macroscopic fusion phenom-
ena, it leads to substantial inaccuracies [Harned89], including artificially large magnetic
reconnection rates. With capabilities for solving non-Hermitian matrices, a moreaccu-
rate semi-implicit scheme is available [Harned89]. It uses a fourth-order in space, sec-
ond-order in time numerical operator derived using the method of differential approxima-
tion discussed in [Caramana91]. The finite element representations in M3D and
NIMROD are suitable for derivatives of order 2 or less, so this scheme requires an auxil-
iary vector that represents second derivatives of the new magnetic field, while the ad-
vance uses second derivatives of the auxiliary vector. Since this operator is based on a
linearized Hall term, electron viscosity will be needed for nonlinear applications to trun-
cate power flow at the smallest resolved scales.

• Incorporate gyroviscosity free of time-step restriction.
The magnetic moment of charged particles gyrating about a magnetic field leads to colli-
sion-independent terms in the stress tensor. Their coefficients have the sameeBLkT
dependence as the diamagnetic drifts induced by the Hall term in the presence of an elec-
tron pressure gradient and should therefore be included when the two-fluid model is used.
The nonsymmetrical form of these terms implies use of a non-Hermitian operator for
numerical stability at large time step.

• Incorporate implicit advection.
The advective terms ( ∇⋅V ) in the set of fluid equations are presently treated with an ex-
plicit predictor/corrector algorithm [Lionello99] in the NIMROD code, where numerical
stability restricts the time step to the Courant-Friedricks-Lewy condition, 1≤∆∆ xtV .
Though NIMROD has been successfully applied to nonlinear conditions where flows
have reached several tenths of the Alfvén speed, numerical stability greatly restricts the
time step. This can be prohibitive at high S-values, where fine mesh spacing is required
near resonant surfaces. An implicit algorithm for flow can remove the numerical stability
restriction, and this will also lead to non-Hermitian matrices in the numerical equations.



• Optimize parallel algorithms for solving non-Hermitian matrices.
We expect that iterative methods based on the Krylov subspace will provide the most ef-
ficient means for solving the non-Hermitian matrices envisioned for XMHD modeling.
We have previously coupled NIMROD to the AZTEC parallel solver library
[http://www.cs.sandia.gov/CRF/aztec1.html], and M3D uses the PETSc parallel solver
library [http://www-fp.mcs.anl.gov/petsc/index.html]. Both of these libraries offer
GMRES and transpose-free QMR. Experience with NIMROD has shown that precondi-
tioners developed specifically for our application outperform those available in the
AZTEC library [Plimpton99]. We therefore plan to use a new AZTEC capability of call-
ing user-supplied preconditioning routines during the iterations. In addition, the antici-
pated collaboration with the TOPS topical center will help us optimize use of PETSc.
3.1.2 Kinetic Closures for Majority Species
The two proposed methods for incorporating kinetic effects into the fluid equations are
similar in their use of trajectory tracking to accumulate nonlocal contributions to the clo-
sure terms. They will therefore use the same parallel particle-tracking algorithm, though
information gathered from it will differ in the two approaches. The tracking of trajecto-
ries is a numerical prerequisite for either closure scheme.

The objectives for this development area are:
• Implement a modular and efficient search algorithm.

Although trajectory tracking is common in simulations using uniform grids, it presents
algorithmic challenges in highly non-uniform and/or unstructured finite element meshes.
An approach already used in M3D for energetic ions tracks particle trajectories on a
structured mesh only, and fields are interpolated from the nonuniform mesh to the uni-
form particle grid. NIMROD is presently pursuing a different approach, where particles
are tracked in the nonuniform finite element mesh. Here, an efficient search algorithm is
the most important requirement. We have begun implementing an approach where the
vertices of each finite element are mapped from real-space coordinates to logical-space
coordinates [Alejandro97], creating a look-up table for locating positions. We intended
to compare efficiency and accuracy of these different approaches and then pursue the
most promising of the two.

• Implement kinetic closures based on simulation-particles.
In this approach,δf is computed along sample trajectories in phase space that coincide
with the evolution of a random initial distribution of simulation particles. Particle trajec-
tories are influenced by the time-evolving magnetic and electric fields, and the equation
for eachδf sample uses the local fluid moment information along its trajectory. This in-
formation is gathered in statistical forms of the closure relations that are used in the ad-
vance of the fluid moments. Calculatingδf along each trajectory and the statistical clo-
sure relations are straightforward in the explicit time-advance envisioned for the ion spe-
cies. Computational practicality then depends on the parallel efficiency of particle track-
ing and on the gather/scatter operations relating field and particle information.

• Implement kinetic closures based on the CEL approach.
The expression for heat flux that is based on the analytic CEL expansion forδf [Held01]
will be incorporated for simultaneous evolution with the fluid moments. The same trajec-
tory-tracking algorithm used for simulation-particle closures will be used for the required



parallel integrations. Numerical research will f ocus on the stiff ness associated with the
rapid parallel communication. We will explore a semi-implicit approach, where an ex-
plicit CEL computation of the kinetic heat flux is numerically stabilized by a 3D thermal
conduction operator with local anisotropic diffusivity. Similar developments will be ex-
plored for the parallel parts of the electron stress tensor.

3.1.3 Mesh methods

With different length-scales being important in different regions of the macroscopic com-
putational domain, efficiency is strongly dependent on effective grid layout. We will
pursue improvements in mesh generation, 3D field-line following meshes, and mesh
adaptivity to achieve optimal spatial resolution performance.

The objectives for this development area are:

• Improve mesh generation with both closed and open magnetic surfaces.
To treat Edge-Localized Modes (ELMs), it is necessary to include the magnetic field
separatrix between the closed magnetic surfaces of the core, and the open surfaces of the
vacuum region. Progress has been made in this area [Strauss96], but a more general
method of mesh generation is needed that produces a mesh aligned with magnetic sur-
faces near an X point of the poloidal magnetic field.

• Implement a field-aligned mesh.
M3D is able to use different grid geometries on each poloidal plane. This gives the pos-
sibility of a field-line following mesh, which has been used successfully in gyrokinetic
simulations [Lin00]. Each meshpoint is displaced from its position on the previous pol-
oidal plane by integrating along a field line of the equilibrium magnetic field. The dis-
placement can be slightly altered to ensure that after a full toroidal rotation, each mesh-
point coincides with a meshpoint of the initial poloidal plane. If the magnetic field has
significant shear, the cells of the mesh will become highly distorted. This can be avoided
by reconnecting triangular mesh cells, to get a good quality mesh. An advantage of a
field line following mesh is that, since unstable modes tend to have little structure along
field lines, the mesh can be very efficient for representing the modes. This is particularly
important for short wavelength modes, such as occur in ballooning mode turbulence, or
in a turbulent 3D reconnection layer. Another possible advantage is in parallel thermal
transport along the magnetic field, by decreasing cross-field aliasing.

• Investigate mesh adaptivity.
As we move to a more sophisticated and computationally intensive modeling, we will
have to deal with extremely fine scale dynamical processes. For simple resistive recon-
nection, the reconnection layer can be resolved by a simple refinement in a radial flux
coordinate. When more physics is included, it may be necessary to resolve fine scale
structure occurring in the reconnection layer. To deal with this, one needs to refine the
mesh in the poloidal angle, and perhaps also in toroidal angle. This can be done readily
with a mesh of triangular and rectangular elements. As a first step, the refinement can be
done statically because the magnetic field does not change a great deal, even during re-
connection. Later, we will refine the mesh dynamically. The main difficulty is to dis-
tribute the mesh across processors to maintain load balance. In this area, we expect to
benefit from the research program of the Terascale Simulation Tools Technology Center.



3.2 Model Development
Comprehensive macroscopic plasma simulation requires assembling analytic and numeri-
cal techniques to extend large-scale fluid computation to include two-fluid and kinetic
effects. In contrast to resistive MHD, two-fluid modeling is not well established, even
without kinetic effects. This model is required for typical tokamak parameters, where
thermal speeds exceed bulk fluid motions. Here, thermally induced particle drifts lead to
significant differences between electron and ion fluid motions perpendicular to the mag-
netic field. Many different formulations describing this ordering of terms have been de-
rived [Hazeltine92], but until recently, few have been successfully implemented for
large-scale nonlinear simulation [Sugiyama00]. The goal of theoretical model develop-
ment for this level is to refine the formulation for computational tractability. Particular
attention will be paid to terms like "gyroviscosity" arising in the stress tensor due to spa-
tial variations of particle magnetic moments. In this case, analytic cancellation with ad-
vective terms (of the form ∇⋅V ) can lead to variants of the two-fluid model that are eas-
ier to solve numerically [Sugiyama00].

Important kinetic effects that require numerical modeling also arise in macroscopic be-
havior. In some cases, the important behavior involves a minority population of ener-
getic ions, where large gyro-orbit effects change the nature of macroscopic MHD modes.
Simulation particles have already been used in M3D to model such cases [Fu95]. Models
and approaches used for the energetic ion component lay a foundation for a more com-
prehensive level, where the majority species fluid equations are closed with numerical
computations of heat flux and stress. This is required for simulating the nonlocal effects
associated with the free streaming of majority-species particles parallel to magnetic field
lines, such as the neoclassical effects described earlier, and for large gyro-orbit effects of
the majority ion population. Numerical methods for this comprehensive level of nonlin-
ear macroscopic simulation are in their infancy. It will therefore receive the largest share
of the model development efforts of CEMM, using the approaches outlined in Sections
3.2.1-3.2.3.

3.2.1 Kinetic Modeling Framework
Parallel particle streaming and large ion gyro-orbits lead to important kinetic effects in
fusion plasmas; these effects may often be described by small deviations from a Maxwel-
lian distribution that is parameterized by density and temperature profiles. This concept
has led to improved numerical performance of particle-based simulation of microscopic
plasma behavior [Parker93], and it is used in the M3D simulations for energetic ions
[Fu95]. It also serves as the framework for a more general kinetic macroscopic simula-
tion, but the Maxwellian distributions must evolve in time to keep kinetic deviations
small. The fluid equations with closure information from the kinetic distortions will be
used to advance the Maxwellian distributions, while the kinetic distortions (δf) are ad-
vanced using the fluid moment variations encountered along particle trajectories. There
are two realizations of this approach: one integrates theδf distribution function along a
sample set of characteristics, and the other uses an analytic Chapman-Enskog-Like (CEL)
expansion of the kinetic distortion in velocity-space. [Chang92] These approaches are
complementary in that the former is more appropriate for describing ion kinetics, while
the latter is better suited for electron kinetics. Together, they will provide comprehensive
kinetic modeling that can be included in macroscopic plasma simulations.



3.2.2 Kinetic Modeling through Simulation Particles
In this approach, trajectories in phase space are evolved numerically, subject to the elec-
tric and magnetic forces encountered by a physical particle, except for gyro-orbit motions
that are included through the numerical averaging of gyrokinetics [Lee88]. The trajecto-
ries serve as characteristics where the kinetic distortion,δf, is computed from the fluid
moments that are encountered. The heat flux and stress tensor at a physical location are
then computed statistically from the characteristics in the vicinity of that physical loca-
tion at a given point in time. Heat flux for speciesα, for example, appears as
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where ( )js xx − is a shape function for simulation particle j, wj is the difference between

the particle's velocity and the local fluid velocity for speciesα, andσ is a normalization
factor. Equation (1) has the same form as the analytic definition of heat flux, except (1)
contains a correction term to eliminate heat flux associated with numerical error. This
computation is then used in the advance of the fluid pressure for speciesα, and a similar
term for kinetic stress appears in the fluid velocity equation. Other than these closure
terms, the fluid advance is the same as what is used for the two-fluid model without ki-
netic effects; the fluid part of the algorithm is fundamentally unchanged. This was the
intent of early formulations of this evolving-Maxwellian/δf approach. [Nebel94].

Model development will focus on outstanding issues that need attention before practical
simulation is possible. These are 1) the filamentation of theδf distribution over transport
time scales, 2) the accumulation of low order moments in theδf distribution due to statis-
tical errors, and 3) the stiffness arising from unrestrained parallel motions. The first two
issues improve with increasing phase space sampling, i.e. very large numbers of com-
puted trajectories (107 is now common in microscopic modeling, and Terascale comput-
ing can bring this to 109). However, resolving the filamentation issue will need some
form of collision modeling [Brunner99]. In addition, numerical corrections to eliminate
low-order moment accumulation have been tested by CEMM Co-PI Sovinec and will be
further investigated as model development. The stiffness issue may ultimately require
implicit techniques, especially for electrons. However, ion kinetic effects arise in impor-
tant macroscopic behavior where parameters are tractable with explicit computation. For
this reason, the simulation-particle approach will first be applied for studying ion kinetic
effects. The complementary CEL expansion described next will first be applied for study-
ing electron kinetic effects.

3.2.3 Kinetic Modeling through Chapman-Enskog-Like Closure
The proposed CEL approach to modeling kinetic physics differs from simulation-particle
closure in that the kinetic distortions are determined from analytic solutions of gyro-
averaged drift-kinetic equations. These solutions are obtained via polynomial and/or ra-
tional function expansions in velocity space. In contrast to classical, collisional Chap-
man-Enskog closure theory, which is inappropriate for high-temperature plasmas [Chap-
man39], the proposed CEL expansion is based on the small parallel gradients of the
evolving Maxwellian distribution. The advantage of this method is that the closure terms



at a given position are expressed in terms of a single numerical integration covering par-
allel motion, rather than many sample phase space contributions summed statistically.
The disadvantage is that analytically accounting for perpendicular gradients is more diffi-
cult. These tradeoffs make the CEL approach well suited for computation of electron ki-
netic effects, where fast parallel motions are paramount. Electron heat flux computations
based on the proposed CEL expansion have been formulated and implemented for macro-
scopic simulation [Held01]. The required parallel integrations use the same trajectory-
tracking algorithm that is employed for simulation-particle tracking.

Model improvements here will concentrate on developing the CEL electron stress tensor
closure to model perturbed neoclassical effects, including the mechanisms underlying the
neoclassical tearing mode described in Section 2. Additional developments seek to in-
corporate electron and ion drift phenomena. Nevertheless, it is anticipated that simulat-
ing ion gyro-orbit effects with simulation-particle closures and nonlocal, parallel electron
dynamics with CEL closures will provide the most effective use of large-scale computa-
tion.

3.3 Visualization and Data Management

Improvements in plasma diagnostic techniques have made it increasingly feasible to
demonstrate excellent correlations between experimental results and theoretical models.
In order to maximize the effectiveness of simulation/experiment comparisons, it will be
necessary to address critical computer science and enabling technology issues in the area
of data management and visualization. The power of advanced computing to solve criti-
cal plasma science problems can be fully exploited only if a capable infrastructure is es-
tablished and effective software tools are made available. Such tools should include stan-
dardized data structures and access methods, synthetic diagnostics allowing comparisons
to experimental diagnostics, standard analysis and visualization utilities, and common
code interfaces. In a broader sense for the entire national fusion community, these issues
will be addressed in the National Fusion Collaboratory discussed in Section 3.4. Specific
to this proposal, we will address near term data management and visualization issues di-
rectly related to NIMROD and M3D.

We will build on and greatly expanda pilot project begun under PSACI funding, to cre-
ate the infrastructure to store results of NIMROD and M3D into the MDSplus data man-
agement system. MDSplus is a client/server system that has been used in the experimen-
tal community (C-Mod, DIII-D, NSTX) to provide a common, shared, secured, network
interface to all data. Storage of our simulation results in MDSplus will greatly facilitate
their comparison to experimental data and will aid in the validation of code results as
well as the analysis of experimental data.

Accompanying the deployment of an MDSplus based data storage system will be the de-
velopment of a database management system, which keeps track of this data, supports
searches of the database, and provides a convenient interface to the data manipulation and
visualization system described below. The Microsoft SQL Server is being used in the ex-
perimental community to catalogue large experimental code runs. This system will be
extended to allow tracking of runs by the two MHD codes that will be coupled to
MDSplus. Management tools will be developed that will work with the anticipated high
dimensional data objects which will be critical to the success of our research. Such man-



agement will i nclude ahigh degree of feedback and iteration betweendata and experi-
mental model. Comparison of datasets will be critical so that simulations can be validated
against experimental data.

Presently the plasma sciences are doing interactive visualization of three-dimensional ob-
jects such as the temporal evolution of the plasma temperature profile. As our research
moves towards higher dimensional data objectsan exploration tool will be createdto al-
low easy visualization of this complex data. This tool will be used to find correlations, to
visualize subspaces, to find data that is characterized by a particular program or formula,
and mapping between relational, object oriented, and other databases. Such tools will
need to provide operations or methods over the data such as spatial proximity, "like im-
ages," or subsets of arrays. These capabilities will be fundamental to comparing experi-
mental data with simulation results thereby allowing validation of any theoretical model.
Finally, such complex visualization must analyze efficiency issues related to searching,
optimized performance over networks, and organization of data based on access effi-
ciency needs.

3.4 Computer Science Enabling Technologies
We will interface with existing and proposed computer science and numerical analysis
efforts to make improvements in linear algebra, visualization, code management, and data
management capabilities of the NIMROD and M3D codes.

We have agreed to collaboration with the Terascale Simulation Tools and Technologies
(TSTT) Center with Dr. James Glimm as Principal Investigator. The TSTT Center will
focus on the incorporation of “standard” grid generation and discretization libraries into
the M3D code, and possibly the NIMROD code. This will greatly simplify code structure
and subsequent code development and will enable the seamless incorporation of higher-
order and other advanced capabilities in these areas. We will also explore with them the
feasibility of combining potential and field advance equations to increase both theaccu-
racy and efficiency of both.

We will also use developments from the Terascale Optimal PDE Simulations (TOPS)
Center with Dr. David Keyes as the Principal Investigator. The TOPS Center proposal
will focus on extending the sparse matrix solvers in PETSc in several ways that will im-
prove the efficiency of M3D. One of their primary goals is the development of multilevel
solvers that handle the full multicomponent coupling of stiff systems of PDEs. Included
in this is the addition of nonlinear Schwarz domain decomposition, algebraic multigrid
methods, and refinements in the implementation of several PETSc routines to improve
their cache utilization and hence performance.

We are also participating in a CSET proposal on adaptive algorithms and high perform-
ance software submitted with Dr. Phil Collela as Principal Investigator, called “An Algo-
rithmic and Software Framework for Applied Partial Differential Equations”. We will
work with them to develop an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) capability and to per-
form and evaluate comparison tests with M3D and with NIMROD.

We will work with the National Fusion Collaboratory Pilot project proposed to the Office
of Science under SciDAC Notice 01-06. Several of the goals of this Collaboratory are
well aligned with our own goals. These include: allowing for more efficient integration of
experiment, theory, and modeling; easier access to simulation codes; and increasedpro-



ductivity of code developers through enhancementsin communication capabilitiesfor
shared code development projects. To assure that we have continual contact with the Col-
laboratory project and to assure that their work will benefit our effort, one of our Co-PIs,
Dr. Sovinec, will be a member of their Project Oversight Committee.

Please refer to the three collaboration letters in Appendix B from the TSTT, TOPS, and
the adaptive algorithms Centers.We have had extensive discussions with these three
teams in which workscope and personnel exchanges have been discussed and agreed to.
We consider these elements to be important and essential components of our proposal.
As previously discussed, there will be no OFES funding requested for these activities.

3.4.1 Code Support and Dissemination
The software being developed under this proposal will be made fully available to others
in the fusion program. The participating teams in this project are committed to code sup-
port and dissemination.

Since its inception in 1996, a goal of the NIMROD project has been to provide a simula-
tion tool for the fusion community that is documented, publicly available, and relatively
user friendly. NIMROD is an open source project. The source code, and all of its sup-
porting software, is available for free download at the NIMROD web site:
http://www.nimrodteam.org. Documentation, a validation code library, and other infor-
mation is also available from the web site. The NIMROD team provides personal consul-
tation and support for users as requested. We are currently supporting users from Gen-
eral Atomics, LLNL, UCLA, and the University of Washington.

The M3D code likewise has a strong commitment in this area. This is facilitated by the
PPPL Computational Plasma Physics Group (CPPG) who assist with the installation of
the code on new hardware platforms and provide the first-tier consultation and support
services. A home page for the M3D project can be found in the area:
http://w3.pppl.gov/topdac(and associated links)

3.5 Applications
Applications are an essential part of the proposed CEMM. While we expect these efforts
to be funded primarily out of the mainline OFES theory program, they are described here
to provide the context for the code and model development effort. We also recognize that
computational models will not gain general acceptance unless they are proven to give
useful results, and real applications tend to drive the development of the models.

We have a special commitment to perform the applications called out in the next five
subsections and to interact with the space physics community to promote the applicability
of the software developed here on those problems. In addition,we have collaboration
letters with the Science Leaders of the U.S. fusion Experiments, NSTX, and CMOD,(See
Appendix B) for the CEMM to serve as a resource to aid in the interpretation of new and
unique phenomena detected in those experiments. Thus, for example, we expect to apply
these codes to the study of Internal Reconnection Events (IREs) in NSTX and to trans-
port-barrier induced MHD modes in CMOD.

3.5.1 Extended MHD Simulation of Neoclassical Tearing Modes in Tokamaks
We are proposing to simulate neoclassical tearing mode observed in D3D (see Section
2.1) and to thereby assess the suitability of our codes for analyzing other experimental



situations where NTM's are observed and for the design of futuremachines. We arefirst
proposing to study the seed island generation for the NTM driven by the internal kink
mode and also field errors as a function of resistivity and rotation. We will next test the
predicted island saturation levels from the neoclassical closures with that observed in the
experiment. The theoretical aspect of CEMM seeks to overcome problems with present
closures and to compare different closure approaches. The third (and most difficult) issue
is the threshold dynamics of the NTM. A threshold mechanism is caused by the neoclas-
sical enhancement of the polarization current. We are proposing to add a suitable closure
form to reproduce this effect, and to complete a comprehensive study of the resulting
threshold mechanism. Finally, we propose to study the active stabilization of the NTM,
which is in line with experimental work proceeding on DIII-D and ASDEX. The work
will entail implementing a model of RF-induced currents in 3D island geometry.

3.5.2 Edge Localized Modes (ELMs)

Edge Localized Modes, or ELMs, are MHD-like modes with moderately high toroidal
mode number of about 10-15 located at the separatrix, the boundary between open and
closed magnetic field lines. A large experimental lore exists about what type of ELM
occurs under what conditions. These have been given names such as “Type-n ELMs”
(where n=1,2,3), “Grassy ELMs”, etc. However, no all-encompassing theory exists to
explain the different types of ELMs that occur, or to predict what type of ELM will occur
in a future experiment. Simulations that include the separatrix can predict this phenome-
non with the extended MHD equations. We plan to make a mesh suitable for separatrix
geometry encompassing open and closed magnetic surfaces. We will then perform high-
resolution nonlinear simulations of localized XMHD modes and observe the relaxation
phenomena and transport across the separatrix, and study the experimental trends associ-
ated with ELMs.

3.5.3 Burning Plasmas

The next generation of magnetic fusion device, e.g., FIRE [Meade99] and ARIES [Jar-
din97], will be dominated by a significant fraction of energetic alpha particles and will be
in a new parameter regime characterized by small normalized gyroradius and small colli-
sionality. The high leverage research areas here are:Internal kink stabilization(or giant
sawtooth): There is an unresolved issue of under what conditions the energeticα-particle
and other XMHD stabilization of the sawtooth will cause the mode to delay while the
driving energy builds up, and eventually lead to disruption when it does occur.Energetic
particle modes(TAE and fishbone): What is the nonlinear saturation amplitude of the
energetic particle modes that are predicted to be linearly unstable. Under what conditions
will these modes cause significant energy loss?Resistive Instabilities: Many otherwise
attractive operating regimes have significant bootstrap currents and are at low collisional-
ity. This leads to the possibility of unstable neoclassical tearing modes. The stabilizing
influence, if any, of energetic particles and other XMHD effects on these and on classical
tearing instabilities is largely uninvestigated.

3.5.4 Electromagnetic Relaxation in Alternative Concept Devices
The placement of magnetic field and current density are highly controlled during the
standard operation of tokamaks and stellarators to avoid electromagnetic activity. In con-
trast, profile relaxation through electromagnetic activity is a characteristic of alternative



conceptdevices such as the reversed-field pinch (RFP) and spheromak. Resistive MHD
instabilities saturate through nonlinear coupling, but theaccompanying magnetic fluctua-
tions affect plasma confinement properties. The NIMROD code was used to perform the
first studies of spheromak formation and sustainment through 3D electromagnetic activity
[Sovinec01], and it is presently being used to study toroidal geometry effects in RFPs
[Sovinec98]. With the extended MHD modeling advances proposed here, we will be able
to study two-fluid effects and stochastic field transport associated with kinetic effects in
these devices. In addition, electromagnetic relaxation is thought to play a major role in
astrophysical accretion-disk dynamos. The geometric flexibility of both NIMROD and
M3D allow users to apply them to problems outside magnetic fusion (see Section 3.5.6),
and preliminary accretion-disk computations have been performed with NIMROD.

3.5.5 Stellarator Stochasticity and Stability
A critical issue for stellarators is the existence of regions of stochastic magnetic field
lines that would effectively lead to poor confinement properties due to fast parallel trans-
port. An assessment of the magnetic field structure requires the use of a 3D resistive
MHD code that allows magnetic reconnection to take place. Realistic simulation of the
profiles also requires parallel and cross-field thermal conduction to introduce pressure
flattening in the vicinity of islands. We also plan to study stellarator stability. M3D
simulations using the MHD model have given results consistent with the beta limits cal-
culated with Terpsichore.[FU00]. Further studies will be done with resistive MHD. Nei-
ther resistive MHD nor extended MHD simulations have been made for stellarator con-
figurations and so an understanding of the onset and consequences of the current and
pressure limits is largely based on theoretical conjecture. Furthermore, the ability to
study energetic particle effects on instabilities is expected to yield new and unforeseen
results in this configuration. We plan to complete comprehensive studies of stellarator
stability.

3.5.6 Applications Outside Fusion
The proposed center will be a pioneer in the development of models suitable for the study
of low-frequency XMHD plasma phenomena. We therefore expect the modeling ap-
proaches, numerical algorithms, and scientific simulation codes developed by CEMM to
be applied to plasma and magneto-fluid problems outside fusion. Effects such as ener-
getic ion populations, finite-size orbits (gyro-, drift-), electron transport along the mag-
netic field line and two-fluid terms are of more general interest for improved understand-
ing of low-frequency macroscopic space, solar and astrophysical plasma processes. Ex-
amples where kinetic MHD models are beginning to be introduced include Alfvén waves
driven unstable by energetic ring-current ions in the magnetosphere and electron accel-
eration due to parallel electric fields in the auroral ionosphere. The closure models dis-
cussed here may also lead to better ways of incorporating collisionless dissipation for
studies of interstellar media turbulence and other reconnection processes. Furthermore,
the geometric flexibility of the NIMROD and M3D codes will make them suitable for
direct application to many of these problems, as indicted in Section 3.5.4 above. The
XMHD models in M3D and NIMROD will also allow state-of-the-art calculations of
magnetic reconnectionin full 3D configurations. The model development and results in
this area will be of great interest to the space and solar physics community.



3.6 Management Plan andSchedule

CEMM will add 6-7 new young scientists to the program. It will also provide close col-
laborations with several CSET teams (see Section 3.5) who have collaboration agree-
ments with us. (See Appendix B for letters) Along with this new talent, we can expect
that considerable “base program” funding will be used for both theoretical and computa-
tional physics support of these activities and for experimental comparisons. We plan for
our Center to function exactly like that: to indeed be a center for theoretical, computa-
tional, and experimental discussions and comparison of XMHD behavior in fusion de-
vices. However, we emphasize that all new funding will be devoted to the further devel-
opment, improvement, and dissemination of the major code lines NIMROD and M3D

3.6.1 Management Plan

The Director of CEMM will be, Dr. Stephen C. Jardin(Jardin@pppl.gov), who will fa-
cilitate technical integration, oversee the logistics of schedule and budget, provide day-to-
day coordination of activities and seek to achieve consensus on all issues at the strategic
level. A technical lead, or PI, will be responsible for each of the technical teams within
the Center: Dalton Schnack for NIMROD, Wonchull Park for M3D, Dave Schissel for
the data-management and visualization area, and Professor James Callen for the theoreti-
cal liaison activities.

An experiment liaison will be named for each of the major fusion experiments, DIII-D,
NSTX, and CMOD. We have reached collaborative agreements with the management of
each of these facilities. Letters of supportdetailing some of the physics issues to be ad-
dressed appear in Appendix B.

The “staff” of CEMM will consist of the senior scientists listed on the cover page who
are already established within the fusion program, and the 6-7 new staff that will be en-
abled by the new SCIDAC funds. The CEMM director will assign a lead technical liai-
son with each of our partner CSET activities that receives funding.

The Center will function by way of team meetings at a frequency to be decided later, but
not more than 4-times and not less than 2-times per year. These meetings will be sup-
plemented by both audio and video conferencing, making use of collaboration tools
available now and provided through the fusion collaboratory proposal, including Show-
station and Realplayer video. The Director, technical leads, and technical liaisons will
perform management functions.

It is also the Director’s responsibility to ensure that the results of the CEMM are being
disseminated, and that we are abreast of the latest developments in computational sci-
ence. He will thus ensure adequate representation of CEMM activities at APS Division of
Computational Physics meetings, SIAM and Supercomputing meetings, and other appro-
priate conferences. We will also make regular contact with our CSET partners

3.6.2 Schedule and Deliverables

The following activities and accomplishments are scheduled for the 3 years of the pro-
posal:



Year 1:

• Expand the M3D MPP mesh module by incorporating field-line-following mesh and
carry out stellarator MHD simulations.

• Move the M3D two-fluid/anisotropic pressure level to MPP architecture and apply to
tokamaks and ST's.

• Develop MPP architecture energetic particle module for both M3D and NIMROD,
and apply to TAE and fishbone modes in tokamaks and ST's.

• Implement parallel non-Hermitian matrix solves in NIMROD.
• Modeling efforts will resolve what form of gyroviscosity is most appropriate and de-

velop the CEL-based stress tensor for electrons.
Year 2:
• Develop M3D MPP mesh for modeling separatrix and apply to ELMs.
• Continue development of two-fluid-level closure schemes for axisymmetric and non-

axisymmetric systems; apply to neoclassical physics in stellarators.
• Apply energetic particle/MHD hybrid level to stellarators
• Implement majority ionδf computation and closure based on simulation particles.
• Implement the majority electron closures based on CEL.
• The Hall and gyroviscous advances in NIMROD will be changed to use the non-

Hermitian matrix capability, improving the time advance algorithm.
Year 3:
• Work on adaptive mesh refinement methods and apply to global simulations that con-

tain near-singular structures such as reconnection layers.
• Further development of multi-fluid closures, including higher order moments and

parallel dynamics.
• Incorporate bulk ion particles in MPP: apply to tokamaks, ST, stellarators.
• Implement collisional effects in the simulation-particleδf to address distribution

function filamentation.
• Analyze the efficacy of semi-implicit approaches used with CEL closures, addressing

the stiffness associated with electron parallel
• Incorporate implicit advection for the fluid part of the algorithm.

4. Subcontract or Consortium Arrangements:
The CEMM consists of participants from 10 different institutions, plus those from the
CSET program listed in Sec. 3.5 above. The 10 traditionally fusion institutions partici-
pating are: Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Science Applications International
Corp., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Los Alamos National Laboratory, New
York University, University of Colorado, General Atomics, Utah State University, Uni-
versity of Texas, and the University of Wisconsin. Each participating institution is re-
questing direct funding from DOE/OFES as indicated in the budget pages, with the ex-
ception of the University of Texas, where Waelbroeck will participate without new funds
as part of the his base-funding activities under OFES/DOE grant DE-FG03-96ER-54346.
Also, the collaborative participation of Callen and Hegna of the University of Wisconsin
is covered under their current OFES/DOE grant DE-FG02-86ER53218. Our CSET part-
ners are requesting separate funding from SCIDAC proposals directed to DOE/OSCAR.
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Budget and Budget Explanation

INSTITUTION YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3

1. Utah State Univ $ 83K $103K $110K

2. Univ. of Wisconsin $143K $159K $183K

3. LANL $ 50K $ 52K $ 55K

4. SAIC $200K $210k $220K

5. Univ. of Colorado $ 98K $103K $108K

6. MIT $ 90K $ 95K $100K

7. NYU $ 120K $120K $125K

8. PPPL $ 166K $252K $265K

9. GA $ 50K $ 53K $ 56K

TOTAL $1000K $1147K $1222K



Personnel and Tasks:

1. Utah State University

Years 1,2,3: 100% post-doc salary (new hire)

Years 2,3: 17% Eric Held salary

The analytical and numerical aspects of the proposed improvements and implementa-
tion of the Chapman-Enskog-like closures

2. University of Wisconsin

Years 1,2,3: 100% graduate student salary (new hire)

100% post-doc salary (new hire)

12% Carl Sovinec salary

20% system administrator salary (new hire)

Plus travel and computer expenses

Algorithm development and applications.

3. Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)

Years 1,2,3: 15% Rick Nebel salary Plus travel and computer expenses

Implement realistic boundary conditions. Neo-classical closures. Applications to to-
kamaks. Improved implicit formulation. Two-fluid formulation.

4. Science Applications International Corp. (SAIC)

Years 1,2,3: 100% staff scientist (new hire) Plus travel and computer expenses

Implement realistic boundary conditions. Improved implicit formulation. Ana-
lytic and particle closures. Applications to tokamaks and stellarators.

5. University of Colorado

Years 1,2,3: 100% post-doc salary (new hire), part-time support for a Graduate Re-
search Assistant, associated travel and computer expenses.

Formulation of evolving Maxwellianδf closures. Development of unstructured grid
δf particle-in-cell methods.

6. Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Years 1,2,3: 100% post-doc salary (new hire) plus travel

Formulate, implement, test, and apply two-fluid MHD in M3D

7. New York University

Years 1,2,3: 100% post-doc salary (new hire) plus travel

Mesh related development and problems, field line following, adaptive refinement,
interface with Glimm's effort, Stellarator applications



8. Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Year 1 6 months post-doc salary Years 2,3: 100% post-doc salary (new hire)

Implement parallel particle following algorithms and applications

Year 1,2,3: 25% Scott Klasky for development of advanced visualization 15% Steve
Jardin for interfacing with CSET partners, reviews, coordination, meetings, applica-
tions

9. General Atomics

Years 1,2,3 30-35% of a data-management person to develop storage/vis system for
both NIMROD and M3D

[Note: detailed institutional budget pages are given in Appendix D]



Other Support of Investigators

Dalton Schnack:

Agency Grant No. Value/Year Period %time

DOE/OFES DE-FG03-91ER54124 $295K 10/98 - 9/01 50%

DOE/OFES DE-FG03-99ER54528 $195K 9/99 - 8/02 15%



Biographical Sketches:

James D. Callenis Donald W. Kerst Professor of Engineering Physics and Physics at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. He is director of the university's Center for Plasma Theory and Computa-
tion. He is a co-author of two books and over 160 refereedpublications, and is heavily involved
in the U.S. plasma and fusion programs, having served on a number of Department of Energy
review panels and fusion plasma physics journal editorial boards and chaired the APS Division of
Plasma Physics (in 1996). His current plasma research includes: developing fluid/kinetic hybrid
descriptions of magnetically confined plasmas; studying the macroscopic phenomenology caused
by MHD tearing-type modes and their effects on plasma behavior and confinement in tokamaks;
and attempts to correlate the theory of collective macroscopic instabilities, which may give the
ultimate limit on the plasma pressure and current that can be magnetically contained, with ex-
perimental results from tokamaks, stellarators, and reversed- field pinches. He received his PhD
in 1968 in Nuclear Engineering (applied plasma physics) from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, held an NSF postdoctoral fellowship at the Institite for Advanced Study (Princeton)
in 1968-69, taught at MIT from 1969-1972, was a research staff member and Theory Section
Leader at ORNL 1972-1979, and has been at UW-Madison since 1979. He is a Fellow of the
American Physical Society and the American Nuclear Society, has been awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship and is a member of the National Academy of Engineering.

Guo-yong Fuis a Research Physicist at the Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory. His
main research area includes energetic particle physics and MHD stability
of toroidal plasmas. He has authored over 60 refereed publications in plasma physics. He re-
ceived a Ph.D in physics from The University of Texas at Austin in 1988. After a one year post-
doctoral fellowship at the Institute of Fusion Studies in Austin, Texas, He worked on MHD
stability in stellarators at the center for plasma physics research (CRPP) in Lausanne, Switerland
from 1989 to 1991. He joined PPPL in 1992. He is currently active in area of MHD stability in
compact stellarators and nonlinear dynamics of energetic particle-driven fishbone and TAE. He
won the Kaul Foundation Prize for excellence in plasma physics research in 1998.

Chris C Hegna is an associate scientist at the University of Wisconsin working in the Center for
Plasma Theory and Computation. He has worked continuously in the field of theoretical plasma
physics since the completion of his doctoral studies at Columbia University in 1989. His research
interests are in the areas of magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium and stability, transport properties
of plasmas, and general magnetic confinement theory employing analytic and computation tech-
niques to study plasma dynamics. He has authored or co-authored more than 55publications in
refereed plasma physics journals. Following a one year post doctoral position with Columbia
University working at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, he has been at Wisconsin play-
ing a central role in advising and directing doctoral and post doctoral studies of several plasma
theory students. He has been actively involved in providing theoretical support to the three major
experimental confinement programs at Wisconsin. He is active in the domestic and international
magnetic confinement communities where he has been involved in scientific collaborations with
several prominent research laboratories.

Eric D. Held is an assistant professor of physics at Utah State University (USU). Dr. Held is
intent on developing a vibrant fusion theory group at USU capable of contributing to the U. S.
fusion effort both from an analytical and a numerical perspective. His PhD thesis (University of
Wisconsin) and subsequent work on parallel electron heat flow has been described as "innovative,



physically insightful and thorough" research on a"frontier theoretical and computational plasma
physics issue." Dr. Held was a participant in DOE's prestigious Computational Science Graduate
Fellowship program and has also completed a successful post-doctoral research appointment at
Los Alamos National Lab (LANL) under the auspices of DOE's Fusion Energy Postdoctoral
Research Program. While at LANL, Dr. Held's investigation of electron heat transport along
chaotic magnetic field lines yielded the novel result of electron heat flowing against local
temperature gradients in nearly collisionless plasmas. Dr. Held is an expert on the analytical
derivation and numerical implementation of general, analytic closure relations for nearly
collisionless plasmas.

Stephen C. Jardinis a Principal Research Physicist at the Princeton University Plasma Physics
Laboratory. He is presently Co-Head of the Computational Plasma Physics Group at PPPL, Head
of the Next Step Options Physics, and Theory Department MHD Coordinator. He has been Lec-
turer with Rank of Professor in the Princeton University Astrophysics Department since 1986.
He holds a BS in Engineering Physics from the University of California, a MS (Physics) and MS
(Nuclear Engineering) from MIT, and a PhD in Astrophysics from Princeton University (1976).
He was the primary developer of several widely used MHD equilibrium, stability, and transport
codes including the Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC). He holds 4 US patents, has had over 150
refereed publications in plasma physics, and has supervised 6 Princeton University PhD students.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and a Fellow of the American Physical Society. He has held
key positions in several fusion device design teams including those for S-1, PBX-M, CIT, BPX,
TPX, ARIES, and ITER. He is presently a member of the NERSC Executive Committee Users
Group, the ESNET Steering Committee, and is Chair of the NERSC Program Advisory Commit-
tee and of the National Transport Code Collaboration (NTCC) Program Advisory Committee.

Richard A. Nebel is a recognized expert on Magnetohydrodynamic simulations and in particular its
application to Reversed-Field Pinch (RFP) fusion devices. He has 20 years experience with large-scale
computation and 37 refereed articles in the field. He played an instrumental role in uncovering the re-
laxation mechanism that is observed in the RFP device. His present research interests include Electro-
static Confinement fusion and 3-D two-fluid effects effects in RFPs and tokamaks. Dr. Nebel received
his B.S. degree as a James Scholar at the University of Illinois in 1975. He then started graduate school
in Nuclear Engineering as an ERDA Trainee followed by a year as a University Fellow. He received
his PhD in 1980. He then went to Los Alamos National Laboratory as a Director's Post-Doc. In 1982,
he joined the staff of the magnetic fusion plasma theory group (CTR-6) as a staff member. In 1990, Dr.
Nebel was promoted to Section Leader for Plasma Theory in Group CTR-7. He served in that post su-
pervising eight Ph.D. physicists until the demise of CTR division in 1991. He then became a staff
member in the Theoretical Division. From 1993-1995, Dr. Nebel served as group leader for the Plasma
Theory group, T-15. In 1995, he stepped down to return to research. Dr. Nebel’s most recent accom-
plishment is that he successfully designed, built and operated a plasma/fusion based neutron source for
Safeguards applications.

Wonchull Park is a Principal Research Physicist at the Princeton University Plasma Physics
Laboratory. He has a Ph.D from Columbia University, and is a Fellow of American Physical So-
ciety. His primary field of research is 3D numerical simulation studies of plasmas, using multi-
level physics models, MHD, Two-fluids, and various Particle/Fluid hybrid models. He has au-
thored or coauthored over 100 refereed publications in plasma physics

Scott E. Parker is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Physics at the University of Colo-
rado, Boulder. His research interests are in large-scale kinetic simulation of low-frequency
plasma physics with 24 refereed publicationsin this area. He received his B.S.in Nuclear Engi-



neering and Mathematicsfrom theUniversity of Wisconsin, Madisonin 1985and his Ph.D. in
Engineering Science from the University of California, Berkeley in 1990. From 1990-1996 he
was a Staff Research Physicist in the Theoretical Division at the Princeton Plasma Physics Labo-
ratory. He received the DOE Junior Faculty Development Award in 1997, a DOE Fusion Post-
doctoral Fellowship in 1990, a Kaiser Engineers Quadrex Fellowship and a University of Califor-
nia Regents Fellowship in 1985. In 1997 he was leader of the Cyclone Team, a DOE initiative to
study the physics basis of transport predictions for ITER.

Dalton Schnackis a computational physicist with over 30 years experience in the analytic and
numerical solution of nonlinear, multidimensional problems in hydrodynamics and magnetohy-
drodynamics (MHD). He has authored or co-authored many papers in the fields of linear and
nonlinear resistive MHD, and computational methods related to such problems. He has extensive
experience in the supercomputing environment. He is actively involved in studying the nonlinear
MHD properties magnetic fusion experiments and the solar corona, and in the highly nonlinear
(turbulent) properties of the Navier-Stokes and MHD equations. After receiving his B.S., Dr.
Schnack worked for over seven years (1967-1973) for the Pratt and Whitney Division of United
Technologies Corporation as a Senior Scientific Programmer/Analyst. There he worked on com-
putational problems of steady flow in nozzles and supersonic exhaust jets, and the performance of
axisymmetric compressors. During this time he completed work on an M.S. in physics, which
included a thesis on ultrashort optical pulse propagation. Dr. Schnack did his doctoral research at
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory under Prof. John Killeen where he began his interest in nonlin-
ear MHD processes in fusion plasmas. After graduation he served as a staff physicist in the com-
putational physics group at the National Magnetic Fusion Energy (MFE) Computer Center, a su-
percomputer network funded by the Department of Energy. In 1980 he joined the fusion theory
group at Los Alamos National Laboratory where he worked on problems relevant to the reversed-
field pinch and compact torus experiments. In July 1982 Dr. Schnack joined the Applied Plasma
Physics and Technology Division of SAIC, and in1996 was appointed Director of the Center for
Energy and Space Science. He is presently Principal Investigator for two grants with the U. S.
Department of Energy. He is actively involved in research related to the nonlinear fluid dynamics
of advanced magnetic fusion devices, and the nonlinear properties of the MHD equations. Dr.
Schnack is a member of Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic honor society, and is a Fellow of the
American Physical Society. He is also a member of the American Geophysical Union and the
Solar Physics Division of the American Astronomical Society He has been an active participant
in the functions of the international fusion program for many years. Dr. Schnack has co-authored
over 70 refereed publications, and 1 book.

David Schisselis a principal scientist and manager of the Data Analysis Applications Group at
the DIII-D National Fusion Facility. He received a B.S. in Nuclear Engineering from the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin in 1979 and an S.M in Plasma Physics from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in1982. He is responsible for coordinating computer hardware and software re-
sources to support the DIII-D scientific staff's data analysis requirements. Data analysis support
work has included implementing advanced Unix based CPU load balancing, implementing a
100baseT network, enhanced data management and storage, large GUI based analysis tools, and
advanced scientific visualization with IDL, VTK, and OpenGL. He is the first author on 20 arti-
cles in major scientific journals, has contributed significantly to 41 others, has participated in
numerous international conferences, and has presented invited lectures in the United States,
Europe, Japan, and the former Soviet Union. He is a Fellow of the American Physical Society.

Carl R. Sovinecis presently a Technical Staff Member in the Plasma Theory Group of Los Ala-
mos National Laboratory and will be an Assistant Professor of Engineering Physics at the Univer-
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trophysical plasmas. He received his BS from the United States Air Force Academy in 1985, an
MS in Nuclear Engineering from the University of Washington in 1987, and a PhD in Plasma
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cer in the regular Air Force from 1985-1991, including four years as a research officer at the Phil-
lips Laboratory in Albuquerque, NM.

Hank Strauss is a Research Professor in the Magnetofluid Dynamics Division of the Courant
Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University. He has a PhD from the University of
Texas. He is a fellow of the American Physical Society. He has worked in many areas of theo-
retical and computational plasma physics, particularly in magnetohydrodynamics. For the last
several years, he has been highly involved in the M3D project.

Linda E. Sugiyama is a research scientist in the Research Laboratory of Electronics at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. She has worked in many areas of the theory and numerical
simulation of magnetically confined plasmas, including equilibrium, stability, transport, auxiliary
heating, and nonlinear simulation. She first proposed and, with W. Park, developed the two-fluid
MH3D-T code for axisymmetric confined plasmas, based on the existing MH3D MHD nonlinear
code developed at PPPL. These codes formed the basis of the M3D project. She received a B.S.
from the University of Wisconsin in 1975 and a Ph.D in Applied Mathematics from the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology in1980. Since then, she has worked at MIT, with brief sojourns
at other institutions.

François L. Waelbroeckhas been a Research Scientist at the Institute for Fusion Studies since
1994. His primary research interests include magnetic reconnection and the effects of flows on
plasma stability. He received a B.S. from the University of Brussels in1983 and a Ph.D. from the
University of Texas in 1988, and was a DOE Postdoctoral Fellow at Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory from 1989-1990. He has co-authored a plasma physics textbook and 25 publications.



Description of Facilities and Resources

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) is situated on the Forrestal Campus of
Princeton University. The PPPL Theory and Computational Physics Division are a na-
tional resource for the plasma physics community. The laboratory maintains an open
UNIX computer system, including a tiled display wall for high resolution visualization,
and a suite of fully-equipped visitor offices.

The PPPL UNIX cluster contains within it two separate Beowulf clusters with fast inter-
connects. The Puffin cluster consists of nine dual-processor 400MHz Pentium PCs run-
ning Linux with a 100Mb Ethernet interconnect, and the Pared cluster consists of 12
dual-processor PCs with a Myrinet interconnect. In addition, PPPL scientists and their
collaborators have access to a 64 processor Origin-2000 owned jointly with the Princeton
University Astrophysics and Computer Science Departments. PPPL is connected via an
OC3 ESNET connection to NERSC and the other fusion facilities.

The CEMM is to be a fully distributed Center, but all participants will have access to the
PPPL computer facilities, to NERSC, and to their own local computer facilites.



Appendix A: Plasma Fluid Models
Plasma dynamics can be completely described by the evolution of the distribution func-
tion ),,( tf vrα , for each particle speciesα� given by each species plasma kinetic equa-

tion, together with the self-consistent evolution of the electric and magnetic fields, given
by Maxwell's equations. In general, solving these equations is analytically impossible
and computationally impractical in confined plasmas. One approach is to reduce

the dimensionality of the problem, by multiplying the kinetic equation by successive
powers of the particle velocityv and integrating over velocity space. If the underlying
distribution functions have nice properties, such as a close-to-Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution, the resulting moment equations have fluid-like properties. They are more tracta-
ble theoretically and computationally, although formidable problems may still arise.

The magnetohydrodynamic equations (MHD) represent the simplest self-consistent limit
of the moment equations. Assuming that the electrons are tied to the ions to maintain

strict local charge neutrality, the lowest order moment equations for the electron and ion
species can be added together to form a set of equations for a single plasma fluid with a
densityρ = (Mi ni + me ne) , fluid velocity v = (Mi ni vi + me ne ve) /( Mi ni + me ne) and
pressure p = pi + pe. The displacement current can then be neglected in Ampere's law
(since∇• J = 0), eliminating electromagnetic radiation and electrostatic oscillations.
The MHD equations can be written in a general form, in MKS units, as

The Maxwell equations:
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The continuity equation:
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The momentum equation:
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The energy equation:
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Ohm’s law:

η= − × +E v B J (A-1g)



The energy equation (1f) assumes that the ratio of specific heatsγ = γe = γi = 5/3. The
MHD Ohm's law (1g) uses the fact that the electron mass is small, me/ Mi << 1 , to reduce
the velocity in the termv × B from the ion fluid velocityvi to the MHD velocity.

In these equations,µ0 is the permeability of free space, n is the number density,ρ is the
mass density,v is the center of mass velocity,B is the magnetic flux density,E is the
electric field,J is the current density, p is the scalar pressure,q is the heat flux,η

is the electrical resistivity,P = pI + ΠΠΠΠ whereI is the unit tensor andΠΠΠΠ is the traceless
part of the stress tensor, andQ is other heat sources and sinks. In the strict MHD order-
ing, only a limited subset of the higher order moments appear, representing local plasma
interactions.

When the electron motion decouples from the ion motion, the moment equations yield a
true two-fluid system. For near-Maxwellian distribution functions, for example,

decoupling can occur due to the effects of a non-negligible ion Larmor radius (finite Lar-
mor radius or FLR), which is still small relative to the system size. Other effects also
separate the two species. Assuming quasineutrality and keeping terms of the FLR order
in the higher order momentsP, q , Q, and R, yields the same equations (1a)-(1f). The
Ohm's law becomes the electron momentum equation. Keeping terms of order me/Mi, it
is
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whereRe is the collisional friction term for the electrons. It requires a pressure or tem-
perature equation for the electrons,
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Additional detail, still within the confines of a two-fluid moment description, can be ob-
tained by keeping the anisotropies relative to the confining magnetic field, such as the
two pressures p̂and pΩΩ and/or the heat fluxes. The above equations then refer to the av-
erage quantities pj= (pjΩΩ+2pj^)/3, etc.

To close the system, expressions for the higher order momentsΠΠΠΠ andq must be obtained
independently, from solutions to the kinetic equation. At high collisionality, these are
the usual collisional viscous stress tensor and the heat flux (proportional to the local ve-
locity and temperature gradients, respectively) [Braginskii65]. At lower collisionality or
long mean free path, these terms contain nonlocal kinetic effects. Proper closure be-
comes a complex question that must take into account details of the confinement configu-
ration. (In toroidal systems, these nonlocal geometrical effects have been addressed in a



flux-surface-averaged senseby neoclassical theory.) Unfortunately also,in this limit
there is no single, unambiguous way to define the set of “two-fluid'' or FLR terms, so that
models depend upon a mixture of theoretical and practical considerations (cf. discussion
of FLR models that resulted in the derivation of the 4-field model [Hazeltine87]. These
and related topics will be addressed by the proposed center.
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Appendix C: The Software Framework:
We are building on the software framework illustrated in Figure C1. This is a collection
of codes, software packages, and data management and visualization packages that have
been designed to operate together, and to interface well with the existing experimental
data structure. A job typically starts with either some experimental discharge or design
concept that one is seeking to simulate. The experimental data in the major fusion cen-
ters is stored using the MDSplus [mdsplus01] data management system. This data (or
design concept) can also be used to construct an initial plasma equilibrium state to use as
an initial condition for an investigation. The equilibrium codes EFIT (free boundary) and
VMEC (fixed boundary) are part of the code framework.

Figure C1: CEMM Code Framework developed during PSACI activity

Typically we investigate the linear stability properties of these equilibrium using one of
several existing linear stability codes: GATO, PEST, or DCON for ideal stability and
MARS or PEST-III for resistive stability. Equilibrium that are linearly unstable can be
analyzed with either one of the nonlinear Extended MHD codes NIMROD or ParM3D.
The output of these codes is saved in a MDSplus data base, very similar to what is used
to store the experimental data. We have developed customized visualization packages to
view either the experimental or simulation data from either of the nonlinear codes, and
are developing packages to perform critical comparisons of the nonlinear data. These
codes make use of software infrastructure including that developed in the fusion program
(FLUXGRID and I2MEX MDSplus) for accessing equilibrium data and storing and re-
trieving experimental and simulation data, that developed within the DOE complex
(PETSc and AZTEC) for parallel linear algebra solvers, and commercial software (HPSS,
SQL, AVS, IDL) for data storage and visualization support.
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Appendix E: Deployment Tables
The deployment of the CEMM staff is illustrated in Tables I, II, andIII. Table I shows
attributes of a computational model that are required for addressing important macro-
scopic issues in fusion physics. Table II shows the specific tasks that must be performed
to successfully implement the required attributes. Table III shows the distribution of
manpower within CEMM to assure that these technical attributes will be successfully in-
corporated. Together, these tables provide a functional mapping from physics problems
to CEMM personnel that assures that the technical program proposed here will be suc-
cessfully completed.

TABLE I
APPLICATIONS VS. REQUIREMENT S

Tokamaks Alternative Concept Relaxation
Advanced
Tokamaks

Burning
Plasma

Spherical
Tokamak

RFP dy-
namo

Spheromak
Stellarator Space

Plasmas

Realistic
Geom.

● ● ● ●

Extended
MHD

● ● ● ● ●

Energetic
Particles

● ● ●

Long Time
Scales

● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Realistic Pa-
rameters

● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Non-ideal
B. C.

● ● ●

Analysis and
Visualization
of Results

● ● ● ● ● ● ●



TABLE II
REQUIREMENTS VS. TASKS

Realistic
Geom.

Extended
MHD

Energetic
Particles

Long-
Time
Scales

Real
Param.

Non-
ideal
B. C.

Analysis

Closure
Model

● ●

Closure
Coding

● ●

δf – Algo-
rithm

● ●

Non-
axisym
geometry

●

2-Fluid
Algorithm

● ● ●

Improved
Algorithm

● ● ● ●

Vacuum
and
Moving
Separatrix

● ● ● ● ●

Resistive
Wall.
B. C.

● ● ● ● ●

Develop
Vis. Tools

●

Inter-face
with
MDS+

●

Grids and
spatial rep.

● ●

Validate ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Run Apps. ● ● ● ● ● ● ●



TABLE III
TASKS VS. PERSONNEL
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Sovinec1 ● ● ● ● ●

UW postdoc1 ● ● ● ● ● ●

UW grad. stu-
dent1

● ●

Hegna ●

Held1 ● ●

USU grad. stu-
dent1

● ● ● ●

Callen ●

Nebel1 ● ● ●

Gianakon ● ● ● ● ●

Parker ● ● ● ● ● ●

CU postdoc1 ● ● ● ● ●

Schnack ● ●

Kruger ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

SAIC hire1 ● ● ● ● ●

Waelbroeck ● ● ● ●

Park ● ● ●

PPPL postdoc1 ● ● ● ●

Strauss ● ● ● ●

NYU postdoc1 ● ● ●

Sugiyama ● ●

MIT postdoc1 ● ●

Jardin1 ● ● ● ●

Klasky1 ●

G. Fu ● ● ● ●

Tang ● ● ● ● ●

GA support1 ●

CSET TOPS
partners

● ● ●

CSET TSTT
partners

● ● ●

1 Individual to be partially or fully funded by this proposal.


